Explore iPhone X And iPhone 8 Plus Portrait Lighting Mode Features
Apple recently designed Portrait features on iPhone 8 Plus and iPhone X by adjusting its dual cameras.
Online PR News â€“ 30-October-2017 â€“ This all newly introduced effect enhances the DSLR cameras
quality while making every clicked images look more professional. The Portrait Mode was already with the
iPhone but, it now comes with more enhanced and twisting camera features. It allows users to analyze every
scene around them by fully manipulating the lighting without any additional tools. Now make your photo look
like a studio shot under dramatic lighting conditions, as if you are in real world. iPhone's Portrait Lighting is
currently in beta version but your clicked snapshots will look even great with all fun like never before.
Â
But how you will use this feature? Our professional team at iPhone Support Number have provided
instructions below on how to work with this new feature:
Â
Getting Started
Â
People working with the iPhone 8 Plus or iPhone X, can work with the 3D Touch Camera app by selecting the
"Take Portrait" icon. Or alternatively they can simply open the Camera app and then switch to the Portrait
mode by swiping left or even right. Once they have turned on the Portrait Mode, they can now point their
camera at appropriate area where the iPhone will start showing you directions such as "to move closer to",
"far away from the subject", etc. One of the most effective ways to get optimal results for your clicked
pictures.
Â
Lighting Modes
Â
Once the selection has been done for the Portrait feature in your camera mode, you will come across five
Portrait Lighting features to choose from. All these can easily be selected from the menu located at the
bottom of the viewfinder. Below are top functionality for this feature:
Â
Natural Light: This is a setting which is the typical Portrait mode which is easily found in the iPhone 7 Plus. It
won't change the lighting feature than a camera normally would.
Â
Studio Light: A kind of settings which will brighten up the subject of the images as if it is right under a bright
studio light.
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Â
Contour Light: Similar to studio lights which enhances the light around the edges of the subject while creating
more dramatic appearance.
Â
Stage Light: It takes the dramatic look one step ahead which focuses on the face while eliminating the
background of an image. A bright and dramatic face against a black background is displayed.
Â
Working with the New Portrait Lighting Mode
Â
While you work with any of these modes from the slider located at the bottom of the camera display, users
will easily be able to select their choice modes after shooting their picture. Even if you are taking a photo with
the help of one light setting, applying any of the other four settings can easily be done.
Â
Our top online iPhone support solutions at iPhone Support Phone Number are as follows:
Â
Solutions for poor battery quality
Â
Cracking sound solutions
Â
Activation problem solution
Â
Poor speaker quality solutions
Â
Internet connectivity solutions
Â
Performance solutions
Â
Dial us at iPhone Toll-Free number to get instant solutions for problems
Â
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Connect to our technicians at iPhone Customer Support Number to fix issues with world-class answers like
never before. We are available 24*7 hours for customers to help them with all possible solutions available
with us. Technicians are deeply skilled, competent and certified to handle small to complex kind of issues
while knowing its core cause. So, for any such technical problems, do call us at now without any thought.
Â
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